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Q1 Which plan for Meadowlark Park do you like the MOST? Select the
image of your choosing.
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Q2 Comment (optional)
Answered: 74 Skipped: 130

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Keep ball fields near dog park, everything else near building. 9/20/2022 9:59 PM

2 I like option one. My only concern is baseballs hitting cars in the parking lot. And there’s no
longer a snake bar.

9/20/2022 9:24 PM

3 With the water issues in California I think a slash area is all we need. I think a pool is too
much.

9/18/2022 7:41 AM

4 We can't keep vandals out of our bathrooms at the lake. How will Meadowlark park be
protected. Our Community needs a beautiful park, but the vandalism in SVL is rampant

9/17/2022 7:49 AM

5 Better location for skate park with a more interesting design. Option #1 puts TBall and little
kids next to the dog park. Bad idea.

9/17/2022 7:23 AM

6 however I don't think there is enough room for everything - just looks good on paper. What
about the vote for pool and skate park - most people are not in favor. We also need that option.

9/16/2022 7:37 PM

7 We need tennis courts and bocce ball area, Not Pickle ball. 9/16/2022 2:49 PM

8 Link to view options didnt work so was unable to see clearly but based on what I could see, I
prefer option #1.

9/16/2022 12:37 PM

9 We need tennis courts 9/16/2022 11:42 AM

10 Looks the best to me. 9/16/2022 11:06 AM

11 option 2. Pickle ball in the corner is a good idea and large playing area for both soccer and
baseball

9/16/2022 10:25 AM

12 Disregard our vote. Unfortunately, every time we try to open the files we get a message they
are corrupted. Therefore, we are unable to vote on an option.

9/16/2022 9:48 AM

13 Both are good options, 1 is better n my opinion because the skate park is next to the Sherrif
cars. I do believe it needs to be monitored more than the other areas. I used to skateboard and
think it’s a great idea.

9/16/2022 9:37 AM

14 Option 2 9/16/2022 9:15 AM

15 Inclusive of broader interests 9/16/2022 8:39 AM

16 Of the 2 options I feel like I’m picking a lesser of two evils. I’m not fully satisfied with either
option! The skatepark should be at least 7000 square ft to make it nice enough people will
continue to use it. Too small and they will get bored. We should also only have 1 basketball
court. We have one at thr beach and 1 will be at the park. The BBQ picnic area makes more
sense to be closer to the play area for Bdays etc. BBQing and being able to see the kids play
makes sense. I am over tbr little league fields. Be done with them. The little league has played
at the other location for years now. NO MORE MONEY TO MOVE OR OTHERWISE THE
FIELDS IT HAS ALREADY BEEN A WASTE OF MONEY. Richard Pelton

9/12/2022 1:43 PM

17 Option 1 9/10/2022 8:21 PM

18 Neither, there is no cost breakdown. The pool is a major concern. Liability issues, labor and
maintenance expense. I do not see how we can add a pool when we just increased the budget
to adjust for the cost of water for the lake. We are also in a drought. Where are the budget
numbers for ongoing maintenance for the pool and splash pad. What is the overall cost and
what is the plan to pay for the improvements. From the survey you are asking for our opinion
however the survey does not allow for a negative selection. You are requiring that we pick one
that is not a competent survey. There are too many unanswered questions for an expenditure
of this size.

9/7/2022 3:37 PM
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19 I'm so glad the pool and splash pad are in both!! We NEED those!! 9/5/2022 2:32 PM

20 No big concreete walls around the the park with nets above the walls. trim all the Cyprus trees
to the same height about 12 feet. They would look much better and uniform.

9/4/2022 2:05 PM

21 It hard to see the map. However, I like that the field will be helpful for the teen, and many other
sports that will be held. The first map look empty and not occupied.

9/4/2022 8:40 AM

22 It seems the ball fields would be the least used and therefore they could be the furthest from
the building.

9/2/2022 5:41 PM

23 How about a little something for the EQ Side. Maybe a 9 hole Disc Golf Course. 8/31/2022 2:06 PM

24 Can you do something about the playground and 2 -3 foot drop at bottom or slide or maybe
think about the young families who have toddlers who can't play at the park 

8/31/2022 12:43 PM

25 Love these ideas!! 8/31/2022 12:29 PM

26 For option 2 can we add the netting like golf courses use to keep balls from going into
property?

8/31/2022 12:14 PM

27 Too much baseball in option 2... Greenspace provides space for kids to play and fly kites. 8/31/2022 11:08 AM

28 Would prefer to see pickle ball courts closer to parting area. Maybe switched with skate park. 8/31/2022 11:08 AM

29 Picnic area should be near the splash pad and playground for young families! 8/31/2022 10:45 AM

30 Better use of the space in my opinion. 8/31/2022 10:34 AM

31 No real opinion on this. Looks like the baseball field needs more room than what is available.
Any option to put the baseball field in the equestion center?

8/31/2022 10:25 AM

32 I feel like the skate park will bring more people and it will congest the park a little too much. 8/31/2022 10:06 AM

33 I thought the planning committee was suppose to propose ideas for the survey- ? - I’m apart of
that committee and we’ve had no meetings since before the board elections. All that aside the
exterior plan … is fine but what about the winter time or extreme summer heat? What do the
people of the community do then? How about creating a business center, movie room, game
room, and a lounge inside??? I’ve been in many communities before settling here and those
rooms were always utilized and well taken care of as they were monitored by staff and
surveillance -

8/31/2022 9:37 AM

34 The skate park is just a huge risk in my opinion. An accident waiting to happen. Someone is
going to break a leg or arm, dislocate shoulder. Lawsuit waiting to happen

8/31/2022 9:36 AM

35 BIGGER POOL, MORE SHADED/COVERED SEATING/BBQ/PICNIC Area, Pickle ball court
away from homes to avoid noise complaints,

8/30/2022 9:32 AM

36 Option 2 seems to better utilize existing space, and I like the idea of a soccer field instead of
open green space with no purpose. It seems to flow better with things my family will use.

8/29/2022 8:55 PM

37 I like that skate park is bigger in option 1, it is unclear if you have regulation fields in either
drawing. I feel like there is a lot of open grass area that may be able to use as soccer field?
Will the picnic area be shaded? It is unclear. Will there be any outside exercise equipment? I
dont think we need the extra liabity of a pool. Just put a splash pad. It takes more money to
staff and take care of. There are other things our money can and need to be going to. Will we
be able to get enough lifeguards at both the pool and lake during the summer? Who be there to
man it during the night when people try to hop the fence? 1 pool for 4,000 residents is not
enough. Who will enforce who can use when. Who will take reservations, will it be first come
first serve, a time limit so some residents dont hog it or when people start bringing birthday
parties there. I just think the pool idea has not been throughly discussed to plan for logistics. It
sounds like a nightmare waiting to happen. Will you be offering swimming lessons to the
community? Along with the pool you will need to offer seating, lounges, pool toys and
swimming lanes? It's a lot of cost. We have a lake. They can swim in that. If the board doesn't
have a clear picture of how it will operatealready, than we are in for a long bumpy ride and its
going to be a messy one where we all lose. I hope you do not move forward until these
questions are answered. Good luck

8/29/2022 5:50 PM

38 We already have a very nice lake for swimming with a beautiful lagoon. Why add a pool which
will require costly year round maintenance, lifeguards and bring safety issues ???

8/29/2022 4:17 PM
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39 I like that there is green space as well, plus the skate park is more centralized 8/27/2022 9:00 PM

40 I like options #2 everything doesn’t seam so congested I like it spread out. 8/27/2022 7:41 PM

41 Please build the skatepark! We have been waiting a long time for this to happen. I love that in
option 1 the skatepark is in the center as opposed to near the houses. This would also make it
easier to supervise as opposed to in option 2 where it’s in a corner. Please please make this
happen!

8/27/2022 5:57 PM

42 Love the idea of a splash pad, pool, basketball courts and a skate park. What else can we
add?

8/27/2022 3:04 PM

43 What is the cost of each option? 8/27/2022 1:34 PM

44 Regardless of where you put the basketball courts you’re going to have small children subject
to foul language. Regardless of wether it’s the pool or the T ball fields the small children will be
within ears shot.

8/27/2022 12:08 PM

45 Pool and Pickle ball courts are important 8/27/2022 12:03 PM

46 I like the layout it looks more laid out and flowing! 8/27/2022 11:53 AM

47 I like #2 as things are more spread out 8/27/2022 10:51 AM

48 Thank you 8/27/2022 10:28 AM

49 Keeping the skate park away from dog park is best option for the dogs. 8/27/2022 8:48 AM

50 Option 2. This park should have been done long ago. 8/27/2022 8:45 AM

51 Hard to read the maps Whatever’s NO NO skating center 8/27/2022 8:42 AM

52 Trajectory of hit balls not toward homes. All other amenities look great too. 8/27/2022 8:31 AM

53 How did you decide this is what the Association wants? I'm wondering how much these
facilities will be used.

8/27/2022 8:25 AM

54 I prefer Option #2 because our family plays soccer, not baseball. It looks like Option #2 might
include a soccer field OR a baseball field. I like Option #1, but it doesn't include a soccer field.
It would be wonderful to have soccer practices in our community so I don't have to drive to
Brewster Park in Apple Valley 2 to 3 times a week. Thank you for your consideration.

8/27/2022 7:53 AM

55 Thank you. 8/27/2022 7:45 AM

56 I don't think a skate park is a good idea. Liability/maintenance/limited range of users/attracts
non SVLA residents

8/27/2022 6:46 AM

57 Plan 2 addresses many more options for a wider variety of the residents of all ages and
interests.

8/27/2022 6:26 AM

58 Using the amount of space more wisely and it spaces it out and keeps it more open. 8/26/2022 10:31 PM

59 Skate park and pump track are a critical component to the park upgrade. 8/26/2022 6:28 PM

60 The beach equipment needs shade covers and why is there no fencing from grass to
lake/beach?

8/26/2022 6:21 PM

61 Big pool and splash pad. 8/26/2022 5:42 PM

62 I like option 1 8/26/2022 5:26 PM

63 #2 i think people would like a little more privacy by the pools .. have the skate park and
basketball away from there is a good idea

8/26/2022 5:18 PM

64 Option #2 seems to serve a wider variety of the community. 8/26/2022 4:59 PM

65 Having the skate park by the dog runs would be a bad idea. Would increase the barking noise
for dog who done like skateboarders.

8/26/2022 4:38 PM

66 Option 1 8/26/2022 4:38 PM

67 Both options include a pool. Develop an option without a pool. 8/26/2022 4:36 PM
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68 The flow just makes more sense in Option #1. I don’t think dog parks next to a noisy
skateboard park is wise. That would really spook the dogs & create issues amongst nervous
dogs I feel.

8/26/2022 4:28 PM

69 I thought the little league field was moving to Mojave Narrows 8/26/2022 4:14 PM

70 The images are too small to get a a clear picture of each option. Option #2 appears to have a
baseball field which needs to be set at the leagues specifications.

8/26/2022 4:06 PM

71 I still believe the pool is a mistake. We have a great swimming area at the lake already. We
are spending money needlessly. We did not end up with the country club and therefore do not
need to "ease" the pressure on the pool at the country club. You purchased the country club
without our approval and I like the result of it being sold, but I fear you are now forcing a park
renovation without all the facts and without fair representation from the community. Again, you
are pushing your own agenda.

8/26/2022 4:06 PM

72 I can't open the view options and the schematics are not clear. So even though I made a
choice it was only because I couldn't just write a comment.

8/26/2022 3:55 PM

73 Option #1 is best. As a dog owner, it would be horrible planning to have Option 2. Putting a
skatepark directly next to the dog park is a recipe for disaster. The dogs will bark incessantly
at the skateboarders. Neighbors will complain. Option #1 is my vote. Please don’t put a
skatepark next to the dog park. It’s also a major safety hazard. Dogs will try to run out and
chase after the children.

8/26/2022 3:50 PM

74 Probably shouldn’t put t-ball children next to barking dogs in the dog park 8/26/2022 3:46 PM


